Meridian 8314
Handsfree Business Set

Key Features:
• Speakerphone with Mute

With display capabilities and handsfree
convenience, the Meridian 8314 Handsfree
Business Set is ideal for busy professionals
and small-business workers who want to
run their businesses more efficiently.

• 50-name and number Personal
Directory—keeps numbers for
your business contacts and family
members close at hand

• Two-line display—shows the
number dialed and other
helpful information

• Eight programmable memory keys—
for fast access to frequently called
numbers or feature access codes

• Compatible with Centrex, PBX
or standard telephone service

• Voltage message waiting indicator—
shows when a Voice Mail message
is waiting*

• Five-number redial
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For busy professionals, the Meridian 8314
makes business communications more efficient than ever. The speakerphone helps you
save time, by letting you make and receive
calls without lifting the handset. Your hands
are free for data entry, note taking, or other
activities. If you need a moment’s privacy
from the other party on the line, just press
the Handsfree key to mute the call.
You can also create your own phone
directory that stays close at hand. Just enter
names and numbers into your phone. No
more scrambling through phone books—just
press the Directory key, scroll, and dial!
The Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
window makes the M8314 easy to use. It
shows Directory information, the number
dialed, the time and date, and even a call
timer—which is especially useful if you bill
clients for your time. To ensure easy viewing,
just tilt the display window or adjust the
Contrast level.
The M8314 offers a host of productivity
features. Eight memory keys give you onetouch access to frequently called numbers or
features like Call Forwarding. The Redial key
keeps track of the last five numbers you
dialed. And if you subscribe to a telephone
company Voice Mail service, a special light
on the M8314 lets you know when a message
is waiting*.
Whether you’re running a home office,
small business, or large operation, you’ll find
the Meridian 8314 is the perfect communications partner.

For more information, contact your
Nortel Networks representative, or call
1-800-4-NORTEL or 1-506-674-5470
from anywhere in North America.

• Scroll and cursor keys

In the United States:

• LINK key

Nortel Networks

• Line Release key
• Redial function for last five
numbers dialed
• Programmable call timer
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In Canada:
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• Hold key
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• Voltage Message Waiting indicator*
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• Visual ringing/extension-in-use indicator

Canada

• Adjustable receiver volume

Nortel Networks, the Nortel

• Four selectable ringing cadences

Globemark, How the world shares

• Desk or wall mount

ideas, LINK, Meridian, and Unified

• English/Spanish language prompts option
• Parallel line jack for extension, fax,
or modem
• Hearing aid compatible
• ADA compliant

Networks are trademarks of Northern
Telecom. All other trademarks are
property of their respective owners.
Information subject to change since
Nortel Networks reserves the right to
make changes, without notice, in
equipment design or components as

Specifications

engineering or manufacturing meth-

• Dial: Tone

ods may warrant. Product capabilities

• Power: 16 Vac transformer

and availability dates described in this

• FCC: Complies with FCC Part 15
and Part 68

document pertain solely to Nortel

• Handsfree with Mute
• Tiltable two-line alphanumeric LCD
with associated Contrast key

• Weight: 2.3 pounds

• Eight programmable memory keys for
features or frequently called numbers

• Colors: Black, Grey, Ash, or Almond

M8314 Feature Highlights

• 50-name and number Directory
• Alphanumeric entry of name into memory
keys or Directory

Networks’ marketing activities in the
U.S and Canada. Availability in other
markets may vary.

• Dimensions: 7.5” x 7.5” x 3.5”

* Functionality of some features assumes
availability and customer subscription to service
provider offerings.
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